Scientific Games and Pennsylvania Lottery Introduce iLottery Online/Mobile Games
June 5, 2018
LAS VEGAS and ATLANTA, June 5, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) ("Scientific Games" or the "Company")
announced that the Company and the Pennsylvania Lottery have launched iLottery online/mobile games to players in the state for the first time. This
represents the first launch combining Scientific Games' leading lottery digital products with those from the Company's recent acquisition of NYX
Gaming Group, a leader in digital platforms, games, and services. Scientific Games and the Pennsylvania Lottery launched the new iLottery games as
part of a series of legislative initiatives that also included Keno and Virtual Sports.

"Pennsylvania iLottery games are a fun, new way to play and win from home or while on the go," said Pennsylvania Lottery Executive Director Drew
Svitko. "iLottery is a big part of our effort to meet our players where they already are while generating new funds to benefit older Pennsylvanians."
The iLottery program is powered by Scientific Games' systems technology and portfolio of entertaining digital lottery games, as well as innovative
technology that integrates third-party game providers. Offering chances to win up to $250,000, the new digital lottery games may be played on a
computer, tablet or mobile device. The game titles include: Big Money SLINGO®, Bigfoot, Cash Buster Towers, Cash in the Lamp, Crossword Cash,
Foxin' Wins, Monster Wins, Robin Hood, Super Cash Buster, Super Gems, and Volcano Eruption. Players can try demo versions of the interactive
games at www.pailottery.com. The new iLottery program includes Scientific Games' responsible gaming controls, and an innovative affiliate program
that benefits existing Pennsylvania Lottery retailers.
"Scientific Games has a long history of investing in innovative games, technology and services that maximize Lottery funds to benefit older
Pennsylvanians. Our partnership with the Pennsylvania Lottery has resulted in one of the highest performing lotteries in the world," said Pat McHugh,
Senior Vice President, Global Lottery Systems for Scientific Games. "Now we are thrilled to combine Scientific Games and NYX's market-leading
capabilities to offer entertaining digital games to Pennsylvania Lottery players, and to continue our support of Pennsylvania Lottery retailers with the
iLottery affiliate program."
As part of the affiliate program, the Lottery is partnering with its more than 9,400 retailers to encourage players to sign up for iLottery. Games sold in
stores will continue to be the foundation of its business and proceeds to benefit older adults. With the launch of iLottery, Pennsylvania becomes the
seventh U.S. state to sell lottery games online. Since 1972, the Pennsylvania Lottery has contributed nearly $28 billion to programs that benefit older
Pennsylvanians.
"The combination of Scientific Games and NYX earlier this year created a global digital leader across iLottery, iGaming and sports betting that offers a
breadth of technology, content and managed services to the Pennsylvania Lottery and lotteries worldwide," said Matt Davey, Chief Executive Officer of
SG Digital, the newly created division of Scientific Games. "As an integrated company, together we are very excited to support the Pennsylvania
Lottery in its launch of new, expanded gaming entertainment in digital channels."
As a supplier to more than 150 lotteries globally, including nearly every North American lottery, Scientific Games is known for game innovation and
complex, integrated systems technology implementations. The Company is currently the fastest growing lottery systems supplier in the U.S., and the
leading lottery systems supplier in Europe.
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About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in gaming entertainment offering the industry's broadest and most integrated

portfolio of game content, advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional services. The company is #1 in technology-based gaming
systems, digital real-money gaming and sports betting platforms, casino table games and utility products and lottery instant games, and a leading
provider of games, systems and services for casino, lottery and social gaming. Committed to responsible gaming, Scientific Games delivers what
customers and players value most: trusted security, engaging entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For more
information, please visit www.scientificgames.com
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's
current expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or performance. Therefore, you should not rely on
any of these forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these
statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described in our filings with the SEC, including the
Company's current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 1, 2018
(including under the headings "Forward Looking Statements" and "Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are
made and, except for Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games undertakes no obligation to
publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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